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Annual Meeting and Anniversary  
Celebration in Grand Rapids
Over 350 archivists, including MAC members, founders, emeriti members, 
past presidents, and students gathered in Grand Rapids, MI, April 19–21, 2012 
for the 40th MAC Annual Meeting. 
For the most part, the April weather 
behaved, with a few showers breaking 
through otherwise sunny skies. Besides 
the wide range of workshops and sessions, 
attendees were able to celebrate MAC’s 
40th anniversary at events throughout 
the conference.
Kate Theimer officially kicked off the 
conference with her keynote speech “Participatory Archives: Something Old, 
Something New.” Theimer provided her definition of participatory archives, 
explained how that definition has evolved, and gave examples of ways technology 
allows users to more actively participate in archives. The rest of the conference 
featured a diverse range of sessions from archival collection management systems 
to getting and keeping professional jobs.
40th anniversary ice sculpture at the 
MAC 2012 Annual Meeting reception.
Fall Symposium—Engaging Students and Teachers: 
Integrating Primary Sources in K–16 Curriculum
Cincinnati, Ohio, October 18–20, 2012
Recent literature in a variety of disciplines has investigated 
the use of primary sources in classroom settings. These 
studies have provided evidence about the benefits of 
using primary sources in both K–12 and undergradu-
ate classrooms. For example, a January 2011 evaluation 
report of the National History Day (NHD) program, a 
research program that requires students to use primary 
sources, states: “The historical-research training, skills 
and experience of the program transform young people 
into scholars. And further, the innovative instruction from 
National History Day is linked to academic success and 
skills development across ALL subjects, not just history.”1
Teachers find themselves in a conundrum as they strive 
to educate students in a climate that tends to favor the hard sciences and 
mathematics over the social sciences, humanities, and arts. While primary 
sources are more typically used in social studies curricula, these sources bring 
Sidewalk cafes dot the 
streets of Mainstrasse 
Village in Covington, 
KY. Photo by Anne 
Ryckbost.
(Continued on page 5)
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Annual Meeting and Anniversary Celebration
(Continued from page 1)
Fall Symposium
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued on page 6)
President Ellen Swain offered her “State of MAC” address 
at the Members’ Meeting on Friday afternoon. The 
Members’ Meeting also featured Patrick Quinn, one of 
the MAC founders in attendance, who recounted MAC’s 
history. Other founders, past presidents, and emeriti 
members were honored as part of MAC’s 40th anniversary. 
The Members’ Meeting concluded with previews of the 
2012 Fall Symposium in Cincinnati, Ohio, and the 2013 
Annual Meeting in Indianapolis, Indiana.
Over sixty students attended this year’s MAC Meeting 
and took advantage of the opportunities provided by the 
Program and Local Arrangements Committees. A record-
setting 96 students applied for six student scholarships that 
paid for conference registration. Congratulations to those 
who won the scholarships, and thank you to the donors 
who made them possible! The second annual student 
research session took place on Thursday afternoon and 
allowed Jarrett M. Drake of the University of Michigan 
and Leslie M. Van Veen of Wayne State University to 
present their research. Eight students presented posters on 
their research/projects on Saturday morning, and Jeremy 
Katz from Wright State University won the student poster 
contest and the $100 prize.
The Pals Program, which started in 2011 in St. Paul, 
continued this year in Grand Rapids. Thirty-five new-to-
MAC archivists requested experienced pals to help them 
navigate their first MAC meeting. Many Pals met up at a 
pre-reception mixer that was hosted jointly with the New 
Members Mixer. 
The 40th anniversary reception was held in the Gerald R. 
Ford Presidential Museum, right across the river from the 
meeting hotel. Guests enjoyed a large art exhibit, plentiful 
food and dessert, a live jazz trio, and an ice sculpture 
created by local Grand Rapids company Ice Brigade in 
honor of MAC’s anniversary.  Over four hundred MACers 
attended, including students who used the time to network 
and enjoy the festivities.
A special thank-you goes to our Local Arrangements 
Committee: Nancy Richard and Portia Vescio, cochairs, 
and Pam Berrington, Pat Bravender, Sharon Carlson, 
Matthew Daley, Nicole Garrett, Tim Gleisner, Dick 
Harms, Val Long, Marian Matyn, Pat Nanzer, Tim 
Nelson, and Lori Vargo; and to our Program Committee: 
Elizabeth Myers and Rachel Vagts, cochairs, and Cynthia 
Ghering, Glenn Humphreys, Susan Jacobs, Stephanie 
Kays, Chelle Somsen, Laura Sullivan, and Joel Thoreson.
value to all disciplines, as the aforementioned quotation 
regarding NHD testifies. In her 2007 American Archivist 
article that focuses on the value of primary sources in 
elementary and secondary education, Julia Hendry 
asks a poignant question: “What better way to ensure 
that the policymakers and voters of tomorrow are both 
critical thinkers and sensitive to archival concerns than 
to introduce them at an early age to the usefulness of 
archives?”2
Archivists are well-positioned to assist educators with 
integrating primary sources into the classroom. While the 
use of primary sources in the classroom has many proven 
benefits, the professional literature suggests strategies to 
equip archivists for their role as educators. These methods 
include establishing information literacy standards for 
primary sources, sharing ideas on working with students 
and faculty, and developing effective assignments and class 
sessions. As Peter Carini states, “Archivists need training 
and strategies to address almost all aspects of their roles as 
members of the educational team within secondary and 
higher education.”3 
MAC’s Fall Symposium will gather archivists and educators 
not only to grapple with these questions and concerns, but 
also to learn and discuss methods for connecting students 
with primary sources. The Organizing Committee has 
created a series of objectives for the Symposium:
•	 Learn the benefits of using primary sources in K–16 
curriculum
•	 Understand ways to tailor assignments and class sessions 
to maximize student learning
•	 Increase awareness of the rigorous state standards that 
teachers must meet, particularly in K–12 settings
•	 Recognize how archives can be used to provide resources 
for students
•	 Develop activities, lesson plans, and assignments that 
utilize primary sources 
•	 Provide opportunities for educators and archivists to 
identify best practices for teaching with primary sources
A group of top-notch speakers will lead participants through 
discussions and hands-on activities to meet these objectives. 
Dr. Deanna Sellnow, professor of communication studies 
at the University of Kentucky, will guide attendees through 
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a variety of learning theories, and will demonstrate how 
to adapt lesson plans, assignments, and course projects to 
maximize student learning. Stacia Kuceyeski, manager of 
Educational Programs and Outreach at the Ohio Historical 
Society, will share her knowledge of and experience in 
creatively integrating primary sources into K–12 classrooms. 
Peter Carini, college archivist at Dartmouth College, will 
discuss and model theoretical and pedagogical techniques 
appropriate for primary sources at the college level. 
Symposium participants can earn continuing education 
and/or recertification credits for participating in this 
workshop.
The Symposium will be held at the Radisson Hotel on the 
historic Cincinnati Riverfront in Covington, Kentucky. The 
Radisson is located off of I-71/I-75, within 15 minutes of 
the Cincinnati Airport. Amenities include complimentary 
wireless Internet, balconies, and parking. A complimentary 
shuttle runs from the Cincinnati Airport (CVG) to the hotel 
and provides free area transportation. The program will 
kick off Thursday evening with registration and restaurant 
tours to local neighborhood spots. Transportation will be 
provided.
On Friday, the morning session will be preceded by a 
continental breakfast, and participants will continue to 
network over a catered lunch. Attendees are encouraged 
to stay Friday evening for a special reception in the hotel’s 
restaurant, where they will be treated to stunning skyline 
views. Continental breakfast and break refreshments will 
also be offered on Saturday. 
Following the Symposium, participants are welcome to 
visit the Cincinnati Public Library for a V.I.P. tour of the 
daguerreotype Cincinnati Panorama of 1848, the restoration 
of which has launched engaging education programs and 
interactive exhibits that use  diverse primary source material 
to examine the details captured in the Panorama. 
From old urban neighborhoods to beautiful parks, 
Cincinnati offers visitors an array of experiences. Radisson 
Hotel guests will be close to the John A. Roebling Bridge, 
which opened in 1867 and served as a prototype for the 
Brooklyn Bridge. Covington’s MainStrasse Village, only a 
short walk from the hotel, is filled with eateries. Hop on the 
South Bank Shuttle and head across the river to experience 
Cincinnati’s museums, shops, parks, and restaurants. 
Highlights of the area include the Cincinnati Art Museum, 
lively Fountain Square, and the Gateway Quarter in the 
historic Over-the-Rhine neighborhood. Visitors can also 
(Continued from page 5)
experience the National Underground Railroad Freedom 
Center, the American Jewish Archives, and the Cincinnati 
Museum Center. To learn more about Cincinnati, visit the 
official Web site at http://www.cincinnatiusa.com/.
Registration rates are $140 for MAC members, $190 for 
nonmembers, and $80 for students and K–12 educators. 
K–12 educators must provide employer/school information 
on the registration form to qualify for the educator 
scholarship.
A detailed schedule will be available with forthcoming 
registration materials. If you have questions about local 
arrangements, contact Anne Ryckbost at ryckbosta1@
nku.edu. For program questions, contact Lisa Sjoberg at 
sjoberg@cord.edu. We look forward to seeing you at the 
Symposium in October!
Notes:
1. National History Day, “National Program Evaluation 
Executive Summary,” National History Day Works: 
National Program Evaluation, http://www.nhd.org/
NHDworks.htm.
2. Julia Hendry, “Primary Sources in K–12 Education: 
Opportunities for Archives,” The American Archivist 
70:1 (2007): 129.
3. Peter Carini, “Archivists as Educators: Integrating 
Primary Sources into the Curriculum,” Journal of 
Archival Organization 7:1 (2009): 47.
MAC Thanks
MAC thanks these members for offering their 
time and skills to MAC in the following capacities: 
Mark Shelstad, vice president; Anke Voss, treasurer; 
Deirdre Scaggs, Council; Miriam Kahn, development 
coordinator; Erik Moore, Web master; Elizabeth 
Meyers, Archie Motley Memorial Scholarship for 
Minority Students Committee chair; Ann Bowers, 
Emeritus Scholarship for First-Time MAC Attendees 
chair; Tom Steman, Louisa Bowen Memorial 
Graduate Scholarship chair; Tanya Zanish-Belcher, 
Nominating Committee chair; Lisa Carter, Paul 
Eisloeffel, and David McCartney, 2011 Symposium 
Organizing Committee; Nancy Richard, 2012 Local 
Arrangements Committee chair; Elizabeth Meyers, 
2012 Program Committee chair.
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On MAC’s 40th Anniversary
This is reproduced as written and presented by Steve Masar at the MAC Members’ Meeting on April 20, 2012.  
Look for additional anniversary content in following issues of the MAC Newsletter.
Patrick Quinn and I have been directed to split up eight 
minutes of this meeting to talk about the history of the 
Midwest Archives Conference’s first forty years. Roland 
Baumann asked me this morning whether I had a speaking 
part in these ceremonies. “Yes,” I told him, “but since I 
only get six seconds per year of MAC’s history, you prob-
ably aren’t going to get mentioned at all.” 
Initially, relations with the Society of American Archivists 
were rocky. SAA worried that it would be supplanted by 
the new regional associations, with their lower dues and 
cheaper meetings. It clashed with MAC in particular, since 
we met on their turf in Chicago. 
As things worked out, MAC and the other regionals 
became the training ground for the SAA leadership. MAC 
archivists came to SAA with experience in governance, 
meeting planning, program development, local arrange-
ments, journal, and newsletter editing—the whole panoply 
of skills needed to guide a professional organization.
MAC gave its members the opportunity to do these things 
much earlier in their careers than when SAA’s dozen 
elected offices were the only game in town. Election to 
MAC offices or Council was in itself recognized as an 
honor. Archie Motley once told me that getting elected 
president of MAC while still in his thirties greatly en-
hanced his reputation with his peers and bosses back home.
I don’t have the time to impart all the MAC lore from 
forty years of history. Most colorful was the tradition of 
beer and ice, smuggled into the Bismarck Hotel in Chicago 
by nuns in full regalia, to fill the bathtub at MAC mixers 
(at least until MAC got rich enough that lawyers told us 
to stop doing that sort of thing). The nuns thought the 
whole thing was delightfully naughty. 
No time to talk about the time we first realized MAC had 
enough money in its treasury to buy enough SAA member-
ships to do a hostile takeover of the national organization. 
How many fascinating people we got to meet, especially 
before the rise of graduate archival programs, when almost 
every [archivist] you met had had a previous career. No 
time to talk about decades of inspired silliness.
MAC’s founders saw its mission as primarily one of 
education, where archivists from larger institutions could 
share their specialized 
skills with archivists 
from smaller institu-
tions, public libraries, 
religious organizations, 
and the like. Our suc-
cess is undeniable. By 
my rough estimation, there have been some fifteen 
thousand (!) individual registrations at MAC’s meetings 
over the past forty years. People keep coming: we must 
be doing something right.
I leave you with what I have long advocated to be The 
Archivists’ Motto: “What’s Past ... Is Backlog.” Thank you.
 C
elebra
ting 40 Years 
1972 – 2012
In the driver’s Seat: MAC at Indy
The 2013 Program Committee (PC) is ready to put you “In 
the Driver’s Seat.” Whatever your mode of transportation, 
we want to hear how you are making things run in your 
collections. The formal Call for Proposals is available on-
line, but here are a few suggestions to set your imaginations 
in motion:
•	 “What I Did Not Learn in Archives School but 
Needed to Know!” This could be a panel with new 
and experienced managers exchanging perspectives on 
a predetermined topic.
•	 Are collaborative groups or partnerships working for 
you? If you are taking a team approach, how do you 
recruit members and navigate to your destination 
successfully? 
•	 What innovative paths are you taking to bring users 
into the archives?
•	 If vendors, instructional technologists (IT), or others 
are your traveling companions, how is that working 
out? IT and vendor panel members welcome! What are 
your perspectives on working with archivists?
Read the complete Call for Proposals and submit on-line 
at http://www.midwestarchives.org/2013proposals. If you 
have questions, or wish to submit ideas in another way, 
contact your 2013 PC Cochairs Anne Thomason, Earlham 
College Archivist at thomaan@earlham.edu or 765-
983-1743, and Meg Miner, Illinois Wesleyan University 
Archivist at mminer@iwu.edu or 309-556-1538.
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Winners of the MAC 40th Anniversary Poetry/Haiku Contest
Thanks to everyone who laid down some rhymes to help us celebrate!
First Place: Kevin B. Leonard
Beer in the bathtub 
How did sailors get in here? 
My head hurts so much
Second Place: George Bain
Come Time’s Tomorrow
For those of us who were there in the early years
We are now looking backward more than we look 
forward,
Moving toward the end of our course in time.
You younger ones who will see the 50th and later,
Do you wonder about that earlier time?
We who now settle in before ten
Were in a youthful professional group,
We had more energy then
And often pushed the clock past midnight
Before winding up the day.
Our mixers were much less formal.
All it took for fun and conviviality
Was a hotel room, six packs, and a bathtub filled with 
ice.
Was it hotel managers who changed that—or our 
“maturity”?
Ah, the business meetings were often very lively, 
raucous, and feisty then,
Especially when dues were an issue.
There were the first times for daycare then
But no Equal Rights Amendment.
There were softball games where SOA beat MAC
Every time until the last game;
There were the Minnesotans
With their great performances of “Raiders of the Lost 
Archives.”
There was Chicago and the Bismarck every Spring
Where the hardware store fellows got top billing on 
the marquee
And the Cook County Democratic Party had its 
headquarters in rooms
Close by city and county governmental offices.
Do not misread us for being nostalgic,
Nay, ’tis not that we say.
Rather ’tis joy for the creation we share
And the hope the newer faces of today will carry our 
MAC forward into time’s tomorrow.
Third Place: daria Labinsky
Oil
Smelling, touching oil
On records from Pearl Harbor
Evokes history
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Speakers Bureau Pilot Project
The Education Committee is looking for sponsoring 
institutions and presenters to host and offer workshops 
for the Speakers Bureau pilot project. A submission 
form will be available soon. The deadline to submit 
presentation topics is August 1, 2012.
Organizations Honored: National 
History day and Prairie Broadcasting
The MAC Presidents’ Award honors contributions to 
archives and archivists by persons or organizations not 
directly involved in archival work. “Dakota Datebook” 
is a radio program that airs four times a day, 365 days 
a year, by Prairie Public Broadcasting in Fargo, North 
Dakota. The two- to three-minute broadcasts, “This Day 
in History,” feature a variety of news events, reports, and 
biographies. The source of the broadcast content comes 
from the archives of the State Historical Society of North 
Dakota, North Dakota State University, and the Univer-
sity of North Dakota’s historical collections, as researched 
by a cadre of historians and writers. In their tenth year, 
the broadcasts share North Dakota history, based on rich 
and extensive archival resources, with a broad audience. 
Following the broadcasts, transcriptions are placed on the 
Prairie Broadcasting Web site: http://www.prairiepublic 
.org/radio/dakota-datebook. Although unable to be at 
our Annual Meeting, Bill Thomas, director of the radio 
division, later received the award at the annual meeting 
of Prairie Public Broadcasting in Bismarck.
The second Presidents’ Award recipient has also had a 
long-time influence in encouraging significant use of 
archival resources around the country. National History 
Day, Washington, D.C. (NHD), with origins in the state 
of Ohio, has been challenging students in grades 6–12 to 
learn more about history through exploring topics on a 
set yearly theme since 1974. According to an independent 
study in 2010, students who participate in NHD are bet-
ter than their non-participating peers, not only in social 
studies, but also in reading, writing, math, and science 
classes. NHD also provides resources for teachers: http://
www.nhd.org. A MAC program session at the Annual 
Meeting featured a panel of archivists who shared their 
experiences working with NHD students and teachers. On 
behalf of NHD Executive Director Cathy Gorn, Director 
of Curriculum Ann Claunch accepted the award during 
the MAC awards ceremony in Grand Rapids.
For more information about the MAC Presidents’ Award, 
contact your state’s committee representative, or see the 
MAC Web page for a nomination form, criteria, and 
deadlines. 
Jarrett drake and Carrie Phillips 
Awarded Emeritus Scholarships
The 2012 recipients of the Emeritus Scholarship for 
First-Time MAC Meeting Attendees are Jarrett Drake 
and Carrie Phillips. Drake is enrolled in the Archives and 
Records Management Program, an academic program 
within the University of Michigan School of Information. 
He shared his student paper on documenting controversial 
materials at the Annual Meeting. Phillips is the archives 
and special collections librarian for Bluffton University in 
Ohio. She is active in state professional associations and 
enjoyed participating in her first MAC meeting. Both will 
be reporting on their MAC experiences in the next issue 
of the Newsletter.
Lydia Lucas, Karen Koka, Stephanie Crowe, and Ann 
Bowers served on the 2012 Emeritus Scholarship Commit-
tee. The Scholarship provides financial assistance for travel 
and conference expenses to individuals who have never 
attended a MAC meeting. Applicants do not need to be 
MAC members or reside in the MAC region. Information 
about the Scholarship is available on the MAC Web site. 
Call for Nominations
Interested in serving MAC? The Nominating 
Committee is gathering names for next year’s election 
slate for president, secretary, and two Council 
members. If you know of persons you believe would 
be good candidates, please forward their names to 
Nominating Committee Chair Anke Voss at avoss@
tufl.info. Committee members are Alison Stankrauff 
and Michelle Sweetser.
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Remembering Louisa Bowen
This is reproduced as written and presented by Paul Anderson at the MAC Members’ Meeting on April 20, 2012.
I am pleased to write about Louisa Bowen, in whose 
memory the MAC Scholarship for Graduate Students in 
Archival Administration is named. I was her husband as 
well as a career archivist like her, so [I] can testify firsthand 
to Louisa’s experiences from her university training on 
through two decades of eventful professional life. I think 
her career exemplifies well the variety, and even a measure 
of adventure, that archives can open up to a student.
Louisa entered the School of Library Science at Wayne 
State University in late 1973 with a plan to study archival 
administration under Professor Philip Mason. She was 
only 23 at the time. I recall the two of us met during her 
first tour of the Wayne State library, I having begun my 
own work there only a term earlier. Labor union records 
and related manuscripts, of course, were the archival 
specialty. I was assigned to mentor Louisa in her first foray 
into processing—as I recall, a collection relating to the 
Airline Pilots Association. Two years later, we remained 
colleagues at Wayne State when the Reuther Library, 
built to house the labor, urban, and university archival 
collections, was dedicated. During the interval, Louisa also 
interned with [the Michigan State Archives, inventorying] 
Detroit municipal records and with the Burton Historical 
Collection of the [Detroit] Public Library. In 1975, she 
completed her M.L.S., but continued as a staff member 
of the Reuther Library.
In late 1976, Louisa moved to New York to take a two-
year grant-funded position with the National Board of 
the YWCA. Her assignment was to inventory, describe, 
and restore organizational records, a large portion of 
which existed solely on deteriorated microfilm. It was a 
sometimes arduous task, but she so completely identified 
with the ideals and programs of the institution and its 
leadership that she enjoyed the challenge. She compiled 
a book-length guide to the collection. Besides, New 
York was where she wanted to live and hoped to secure 
a permanent position. She found an Upper West Side 
apartment (rents there were incredibly reasonable then). To 
enhance her credentials, she began study towards a master’s 
in history at NYU in 1977. Ultimately, other factors in 
her life intervened—we were engaged to be married in 
1978 (I having moved from Detroit, first to the Virgin 
Islands, then the University of Southern Mississippi in 
Hattiesburg).
In 1978, after our wedding, Louisa continued her 
archival career in at the Mississippi Valley Collection of 
Memphis State University—a second two-year grant-
funded position, and the closest respectable job opening 
to Hattiesburg (a mere 300 miles distant!). Her new boss 
was Eleanor McKay, an early MAC member. Louisa found 
that Memphis offered many charms. She rented a room 
near the university and bought her first car. With respect 
to archives, she contributed to the processing of collections 
on a variety of themes—civil rights, the performing arts, 
urban redevelopment, among others. And Eleanor let 
her work four ten-hour days, meaning that Louisa had 
three-day weekends to spend with me in Hattiesburg (she 
commuted by plane). Hattiesburg became a part-time 
home. To complete her NYU master’s, she researched 
the Mississippi city’s history and also completed a major 
student paper on New Orleans, using resources at Tulane.
In 1979, both Louisa and I applied for archival positions 
at Washington University in St. Louis. I got my targeted 
job (in the medical library archives), but Louisa was passed 
over in her bid to administer the literary manuscript 
collections, so she continued commuting to Memphis 
for a while. Late the following year, Louisa was hired to 
be curator of manuscripts at Morris Library of Southern 
Illinois University, Carbondale (SUIC). She worked in the 
Special Collections Department, headed by David Koch, 
and with several other congenial colleagues. She found 
this to be a wonderful job, not only with great literature 
resources as she had hoped for, but also important 
twentieth century philosophy and political collections. 
She regularly corresponded with researchers from all over 
the U.S. and abroad, and had the chance to train several 
capable student assistants. The most significant problem 
to the SIUC position for her had to do with a location 110 
miles from St. Louis, where I was. We decided to buy a 
house in the larger of the two communities and planned 
to establish a family. 
By 1984, Louisa and I had three children. We were hard 
at work not only raising the kids, but with rehabbing 
our inner-city townhouse in St. Louis. And [it] was 
difficult driving back and forth to Carbondale across 
the Illinois plains with one child or other in the early 
stages of their lives, particularly in winter. We both 
looked for new positions, but finding a community with 
two archival job postings and an environment suitable 
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for the offspring seemed impossible. Then, a year later, 
the SIUC sister campus, Southern Illinois University, 
Edwardsville (SIUE), advertised for an archivist. Louisa 
applied and was selected, winning over another strong 
candidate. Louisa knew she would miss the Carbondale 
collections and scholarly community; SIUE, by contrast, 
was a new, suburban commuter institution. Its Lovejoy 
Library was not without interesting special collections, 
but, by contrast, they were far fewer and smaller. Could 
she complain, though, about a job location 25 miles from 
home, door-to-door?
Louisa knew she had to concentrate on organizing and 
describing the SIUE University Archives. This paid off 
richly, in part in unexpected directions. In social and 
human terms, SIUE proved to be the most collegial, 
accessible academic institution she (or I) had ever 
experienced. It needed an archival resource, but it also 
needed someone whose job it was to understand the 
functions of a new university. Louisa quickly proved 
at SIUE that she could work across departmental and 
disciplinary lines and bring together administrators 
and (often) elitist academics to achieve common goals. 
By 1986, she was named to the Faculty Senate and the 
University Planning and Budget Council. Later, she 
Jennifer Kirmer Awarded Bowen Scholarship
served on the Freshman Orientation Advisory Committee 
and the Ad-Hoc Committee on Human Services. In the 
early 1990s, she was on search committees for two deans. 
From 1991 to 1993, she was an assistant to the provost 
for Undergraduate Assessment and Program Review. This 
all came at a cost in terms of the attention she could give 
the Archives.
Ultimately, Louisa remained true to her original calling. 
Given the opportunity to remain in the provost’s office, 
she decided instead to resume full-time archival practice 
in 1993. But for fatal illness, she would likely be engaged 
there today. In 1995, Louisa was diagnosed with inoperable 
pancreatic cancer, and she died in October 1996. The 
creation of the MAC scholarship in her memory the 
following year is a testimony to how she was missed.
Now the Scholarship continues as a source of pride to me 
and to many in our profession. In Grand Rapids, I was 
gratified to present this year’s award to Jennifer Kirmer of 
the University of Wisconsin–Madison. I was also pleased 
to meet some of the recipients from previous years and 
learn how the Bowen Scholarship has helped launch other 
archival careers.
The winner of the 2012 Louisa Bowen Memorial 
Scholarship for Graduate Students in Archiva l 
Administration is Jennifer Kirmer. Kirmer is a student at 
the University of Wisconsin–Madison, working towards 
a master of library and information studies. With an 
undergraduate degree from the University of Kansas, 
Jennifer has worked on a variety of archival projects in 
Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois, including as a reference 
assistant at the Wisconsin Veterans Museum; an archival 
assistant and audio/video technician at the Robert J. Dole 
Institute of Politics in Lawrence, Kansas; and internships 
at the Kansas State Historical Society, NARA, and the 
Art Institute of Chicago. Jennifer expects to graduate in 
2013, with a goal to work in a university archives or state 
historical society. Kirmer will also be presenting at the 
SAA Annual Meeting in San Diego this year.
The award is named in honor of Louisa Bowen, archivist 
and active MAC member, who died of cancer in 1996. 
Award recipients receive a $750 scholarship and one-year 
membership to MAC. The winner is also asked to write an 
essay for the October MAC Newsletter on his or her academic 
activities that have been assisted by the scholarship. Thanks 
to Committee members Valoise Armstrong, Helen Conger, 
Adam Groves, and Tom Steman (chair).
Jennifer Kirmer receives the Bowen Scholarship Award at the 
MAC 2012 Annual Meeting Awards Banquet.  
Photo by Matthew Peek.
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Archie
This is reproduced as written and presented by Valerie Gerrard Browne at the MAC Members’ Meeting on April 20, 2012.
Archie Motley, after whom the Archie Motley Memorial 
Scholarship for Minority Students is named, was the first 
president of MAC and a beloved (sometimes controversial) 
figure in the archival profession. He was a staunch 
advocate of the under-represented, under-documented, 
and underdogs of the world (such as his beloved Chicago 
Cubs), and he carried this into his work as an archivist. I 
often thought of him as the conscience of the profession.
Archie was the son of prominent African-American artist 
Archibald John Motley, Jr. His mother, Edith Granzo, 
was of German-American descent. Like President Obama, 
Archie was biracial. Archie was also my husband and the 
father of our daughter, Mara Hope Gerrard Motley, who 
attended many MAC meetings with us. Mara, however, 
has decided not to follow her parents’ career path. Instead, 
she is a third-year medical student in the University of 
Illinois College of Medicine at Chicago.
Archie was a bright, engaging man of unquestionable 
integrity. He stood up for what he believed and asked 
us to question our actions and hold ourselves to a higher 
standard. He invariably had something of value to add 
to any conversation and could be counted on to start 
the discussion with a probing question from the back 
of the room. Most commonly, you would see Archie 
in a sweatshirt or t-shirt of some sports team. He was 
always interested in people, especially new members of 
the profession, and could talk with anyone. He would 
remember you, what interested you, and just might send 
you a clipping he thought you would enjoy.
Archie spent his entire archival career at the Chicago 
Historical Society (now the Chicago History Museum) 
where he was a pioneer in collecting the papers of African-
Americans and other under-documented segments of our 
society about which too little is known. His greatest joy, 
apart from our daughter Mara, was connecting people 
with information that would help them. This made him 
a favorite of researchers who appreciated his wide-ranging 
knowledge of African-American history, labor history, 
radical history, sports history, and Chicago history. They 
loved his uncanny ability to connect researchers with the 
source material they needed. This, of course, could not 
have happened if he had not had the foresight to collect 
these materials in the first place and make them available 
for research. As a result, Archie is thanked in more 
books—and more effusively—than probably any other 
archivist in the United States.
The proposal of a scholarship to encourage greater 
minority representation in the profession occurred 
during my MAC presidency in the early 1990s. It was 
the brainchild of Michael Flug and Beverly Cook of the 
Vivian Harsh G. Research Collection of Afro-American 
History and Literature at the Carter G. Woodson Branch 
of the Chicago Public Library. Like so many of us, they 
observed that our profession was not as ethnically diverse 
as we would like. We are so grateful that they proposed a 
positive way to help remedy this situation.
The MAC scholarship for minority students was the very 
first of its kind in the archival profession and became 
the model for other archival organizations. After Archie 
passed away tragically in 2002, MAC fittingly renamed 
the scholarship to honor him and his contributions as a 
man of color who pioneered in the collection of records 
and manuscripts that made more full representation of 
the richness of our cultural heritage possible.
On a personal note, I am extremely grateful to all who 
contributed to MAC’s “$40 for 40” drive to endow this 
important scholarship.
MAC Archives Reminder
Outgoing MAC officers, appointees, and committee 
chairs are reminded to donate their papers to the 
MAC Archives, held at the University of Wisconsin–
Milwaukee. For further information, please contact 
MAC Archivist Michael Doylen at doylenm@uwm 
.edu.
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2012 Winners:  
Archie Motley Memorial Scholarship for Minority Students 
The 2012 winners of the Archie Motley Memorial 
Scholarship for Minority Students are Jarrett Drake and 
Nicholas Beyelia. Nicolas Beyelia received his B.A. and 
M.A. from California State University–Los Angeles in 
history, and is currently enrolled in the Master of Library 
and Information Science Program at San Jose State Uni-
versity (SJSU). Beyelia recently completed a long-term 
internship with the Smithsonian National Museum of 
American History, where he processed collections and 
performed reference duties. A Mexican-American and 
of Argentinean decent, Beyelia has won several awards 
at the undergraduate and graduate levels, and is editor-
and-chief of Perspectives: A Journal of Historical Inquiry, 
president of Phi Alpha Theta, special events coordinator 
for the Latin American Society, and an active member 
of the Association of Moving Image Archivists and the 
SJSU American Library Association (ALA) and SAA 
student chapters.
Jarrett Drake received his B.A. in history from Yale 
College and is currently pursuing his M.S.L.I.S. (Archive 
and Records) at the University of Michigan School of 
Information. Drake has worked with federal records 
at the Maryland State Archives, created EAD finding 
aids at the Bentley Historical Library, and, since last 
September, been a member of the University of Michigan 
Special Collections Library. Drake is a winner of ALA’s 
Spectrum Scholarship, and is active in the Multi-Ethnic 
Information Exchange and SAA and ALA student chap-
ters. He is also a current member of the Special Libraries 
Association and MAC, and is presenting in the student 
paper panel at the Grand Rapids Annual Meeting.
Motley Scholarship recipients receive $750 and a 
one-year membership to MAC. The purpose of the 
scholarship is to foster ethnic diversity within the 
archival profession by providing financial assistance to 
students of color. Established in 1994, the Scholarship 
was renamed in honor of Archie Motley (1934–2002), 
a founder of the Midwest Archives Conference and a 
leading activist archivist. 
Congratulations to Nicolas and Jarrett! They will share 
additional information about themselves and their 
archival studies in the next issue of the MAC Newsletter.
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Below constitutes only a summary of the Council minutes. 
For the full minutes and all submitted reports, please consult 
the MAC Web site or contact Joshua Ranger at ranger@
uwosh.edu, or Polk Library, 800 Algoma Blvd., Oshkosh, 
WI 54901.
MAC Council met on April 19, 2012, at the Amway Grand 
Plaza Hotel, Grand Rapids, Michigan, with all Council 
members, save Dina Kellams, present.
Council approved the following Presidential appointments: 
for Nominating Committee chair, Anke Voss; Web master, 
Stephanie Giordano; Emeritus First Time Attendee Award 
chair, Lydia Lucas; Bowen Award chair, Helen Conger; 
Motley Award chair, Alison Stankrauff; Development 
Coordinator, Ryan Ross; and Development Task Force 
chair, Mark Greene. President Swain also recommended, 
and Council approved, the retention of Menzi Behrnd-
Klodt as MAC’s attorney for $20 a year.
Vice President Mark Shelstad began his report by thanking 
Council for its support of the meeting services initiative, 
the contract that was signed earlier in the spring. A one-
year trial with DMN (MAC’s current member services 
provider) will seek to discover how various aspects of 
local arrangement work can be outsourced to improve 
the meeting experience and reduce the burden on Local 
Arrangement Committees. 
Shelstad and the cochairs of various Program and Local 
Arrangements Committees then presented reports on 
upcoming meetings. 
Secretary Ranger reported that the 2012 election, the first 
to use the MAC Web site for voting, went forward without 
difficulties. He did note, however, that voting participation 
was low, with 13% fewer respondents than the last VP/
Treasurer election. Ranger recommended that due to the 
nature of Web voting, MAC should no longer enforce a 
cut-off renewal deadline to qualify members to vote. He 
suggested that MAC allow members who renew before the 
end of voting to submit a ballot. Council agreed.
Council then reviewed recommendations in two task 
force reports: 
The Marketing Tools Task Force proposed a new 
advertising campaign entitled “Got Archives? Get 
MAC!” The campaign will target individuals who 
administer archival records but do not consider 
themselves archivists. The campaign will include 
direct-mail postcards to museums, local historical 
societies, and libraries. Council supported the 
campaign brief and agreed to approve costs as-
sociated with this campaign later in the summer 
via E-mail. 
The On-Line Publications Task Force report 
contained several recommendations to reduce 
printing costs and meet the reported preferences 
of members for on-line versions of its publica-
tions. The report asked that, beginning with the 
2013 membership renewal, members will have 
the choice to either continue receiving paper 
publications or receive links to digital versions 
available on the MAC Web site. The report also 
recommended offering a subscription to Archival 
Issues independent of MAC membership. This 
subscription would be available to any individual 
or institution, but would be promoted only outside 
the MAC region. Finally, the report suggested a 
trial in 2013 for not printing and mailing the An-
nual Meeting program. Instead, a complete digital 
version would be produced and distributed, and 
an expanded pocket program would be created 
for Annual Meeting attendees only. To further 
promote the meeting, a postcard mailing would 
be produced and sent to an expanded mailing 
list. Council approved all recommendations in 
the report. 
Treasurer Anke Voss presented her report, highlighting the 
need for more accurate financial reporting. She discovered 
that in the past, dedicated scholarship donations and 
income were listed as program revenue despite their use 
for specific purposes. This disguised deficits, and, as a 
result, MAC currently has a deficit of $12,000 for the 
current fiscal year and is facing a structural deficit of 
over $6,000 in the next fiscal year. Voss recommended 
that Council approve a $10 increase in annual dues. After 
deliberation, Council agreed to take the issue up for a vote 
at its October meeting. If approved, the increase will go 
to the membership for a vote in 2013. 
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Voss then reported that the “$40 for 40” scholarship 
fundraising campaign was successful. Contributions to 
the Bowen fund totaled $2,540, which exceeded MAC’s 
goal, making it now fully-funded. Motley fund donations 
totaled $4,236, which was one-third of MAC’s goal. As 
it had previously planned, Council agreed to transfer 
$9,000 of its fund reserves to the Motley account so that 
scholarship could also be fully-funded. 
Voss then presented the report of the Financial Advisory 
Committee. The Committee recommended changing 
the investment portfolio for the Bowen fund to get a 
better return. The group also recommended establishing 
a $120,000 reserve account to fund the Education 
Committee’s proposed Speakers Bureau. To do this, the 
Committee recommended combining $60,000 from fund 
reserves with an approximate $60,000 currently available 
in the operating reserve. The operating reserve fund would 
be renamed the “program initiatives fund” and its income 
would finance two to three speakers per year for the trial 
period recommended by the Education Committee for 
the Speakers Bureau. Council agreed to this proposal. 
Having dealt with its funding request, the remainder of 
the Education Committee report was then addressed. The 
Committee will issue a call for presenters for the Speakers 
Bureau in the summer of 2012. These individuals will 
agree to present four-hour programs for a $150 honorarium 
and travel costs. The Committee will work with sub-
regional organizations to recruit speakers and promote 
the availability of the service to potential hosts. The hosts 
will be required to provide suitable venues and pay a $50 
flat fee to MAC. The Committee plans to implement the 
Bureau for a two-year trial, and then assess its viability as 
a more long-term commitment. 
Council reviewed the ex-officio reports. Of note was the 
proposal of the Archival Issues Editorial Board to move 
both author awards to the same (odd) years. Council 
approved this change.
Summary of the Minutes of the Midwest Archives Conference  
Annual Members’ Meeting
Friday, April 20, 2012, 3:30 pm–5:10 pm, Amway Grand Plaza, Grand Rapids, MI
Reports from individual committees and ex officio Council 
members are available upon request from Secretary Joshua 
Ranger.
The agenda was approved. The minutes of the Members’ 
Meeting on April 29, 2011, were approved. 
40th Anniversary Committee Observations
40th Anniversary Committee Chair Tanya Zanish-Belcher 
introduced the members of the Committee. Founding 
member and former MAC President Patrick Quinn pro-
vided a history of MAC’s origins. Steve Masar spoke on 
various aspects of MAC’s history. Mary Janzen Quinn led 
the group in a minute of silence for those members who 
have passed away. Patrick Quinn recognized the veteran 
members of the organization and read the names of present 
emeritus members: Roland Baumann, Maynard Brichford, 
Valerie Gerrard Browne, Fred Honhart, Mary Janzen 
Quinn, Lydia Lucas, and Steve Masar. Patrick Quinn then 
acknowledged the six past presidents who were present, 
including Frank Boles, Valerie Browne, Mary Janzen Quinn, 
Elisabeth Wittman, Tanya Zanish-Belcher, and himself. 
Kathy Marquis read the winning contributions of the “bad 
poetry contest” in honor of MAC’s 40th anniversary. See 
page 8 for the first, second, and third place winners and their 
submissions. Zanish-Belcher then presented the MAC “Dirty 
Dozen” video, created by Bruce Bruemmer, that satirized the 
worst photographs ever submitted for MAC elections.
Presentation of Awards
Please see page 9 for information on the winners of the 
Presidents’ Award and Emeritus Membership Awards.
Scholarships
President Swain announced that due to the successful 
“$40 for 40” campaign, the Louisa Bowen Memorial 
Scholarship was fully-funded. With donations to the 
Archie Motley Scholarship and a Council reserve fund 
transfer, the Motley Scholarship was also fully-funded. 
Swain then introduced Valerie Browne and Paul Anderson 
to speak on the MAC scholarship namesakes and to pres-
(Continued on page 16)
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ent the 2012 winners with their awards. Paul Anderson 
spoke about the life of his late wife Louisa Bowen and her 
career. Valerie Browne spoke about her late husband Archie 
Motley’s life and career, as well as the importance of the 
MAC Scholarship for Minority Students. Anderson and 
Browne’s speeches are included in this issue of the MAC 
Newsletter on pages 10–13. 
Election Results
President Swain thanked the members of the Nominating 
Committee for their work on producing the slate for the 2012 
election, welcomed newly-elected members, and thanked 
outgoing members for their numerous contributions.
Constitution and Bylaws Revisions
President Swain provided background regarding the 
proposed revision of the Constitution and Bylaws, and 
thanked the revision task force for its work in developing 
the new versions. Swain then introduced the task force 
chair, Menzi Behrnd-Klodt, to present the new docu-
ments. Behrnd-Klodt first reviewed all changes to the 
Constitution and called for a vote. The revised Constitu-
tion was approved with no dissenting votes by a majority 
of the members present and voting. Behrnd-Klodt then 
presented the revised Bylaws by reviewing all changes 
made to that document and asked for a vote. The revised 
Bylaws were approved with no dissenting votes by a major-
ity of the members present and voting.
Financial Report
Treasurer Voss reported that MAC faces a $12,000 
deficit for the current fiscal year and a $6,000 structural 
deficit going into the next. She announced changes to 
MAC’s financial reporting and discussed MAC’s new 
commitment to outsource tax preparation and limited 
auditing activities. Voss explained that the growing ex-
penses incurred in the modernization of the organization 
necessitate a $10 dues increase, in addition to the several 
cost-saving measures that have taken place or are planned. 
(Continued from page 15)
Voss reported that MAC had not faced a dues increase in 
over a decade and that Council will vote on the proposal 
in the fall. 
“State of MAC” Address
Mindful of the meeting’s length, President Swain touched 
only briefly on developments and promised to expand 
on them in the MAC Newsletter. Swain reported on the 
new meeting services contract, expressing hope that 
it will make meetings more efficient and appealing to 
potential MAC host communities. Swain mentioned that 
the Marketing Tools Task Force will be creating a new 
promotional campaign targeted at local historical societies, 
museums, and libraries that manage archival collections. 
Swain reported that to control costs and meet increasing 
demand, Council’s On-Line Publications Task Force 
has recommended digital delivery options. Swain also 
mentioned the Education Committee’s Speakers Bureau 
that will be funded by the interest earned on a new fund. 
Meetings
Mark Shelstad began his remarks by acknowledging the 
Local Arrangements and Program Committees for the 
2012 Annual Meeting. He then announced that the 2014 
Annual Meeting will be held in Kansas City, M0. Shelstad 
provided details regarding the meeting services contract 
with DMN, and he thanked the Meeting Services Task 
Force for their work in developing and scoring the RFP.
Shelstad invited 2012 Symposium Cochairs Anne 
Ryckbost and Lisa Sjoberg to speak about the unique 
perspective the program will provide on the educational 
uses of archives. Ryckbost and Sjoberg also provided 
highlights of the Covington, KY, and Cincinnati, OH, 
areas.
Shelstad then introduced 2013 Annual Meeting LAC 
Cochairs Noraleen Young and Christine Guyonneau, 
who presented a promotional video about Indianapolis. 
MAC Membership, 2005–2012
Membership Type 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Institutional 148 141 133 139 131 130 127 131
Individual* 781 771 749 726 683 719 760 741
TOTAL 929 912 882 865 814 849 887 872
*Includes emeritus and complimentary
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Your New MAC Leadership
At the Members’ Meeting on April 20, the following elected individuals took office:
Vice President
Menzi Behrnd-Klodt, Xyte, Inc.
Treasurer
Daardi Sizemore,  
Minnesota State University–Mankato
Council
Jennifer Johnson, Cargill, Inc.
Nominating Committee
Alison Stankrauff,  
Indiana University South Bend
Michelle Sweetser, Marquette University
The following individuals have been appointed to these 
positions: 
Nominating Committee Chair
Anke Voss, Urbana Free Library
Webmaster
Stephanie Giordano, Rotary International
Emeritus First Time Attendee Award Chair
Lydia Lucas
Bowen Award Chair
Helen Conger,  
Case Western Reserve University Archives
Motley Award Chair
Alison Stankrauff,  
Indiana University South Bend
development Coordinator
Ryan Ross, University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign
development Task Force Chair
Mark Greene, University of Wyoming, American 
Heritage Center
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MAC Members Show Their Generosity
The development portion of the 2012 membership renewal and the “$40 for 40” campaign has resulted in donations 
totaling $9,454, as of May 2012. Heartfelt thanks go to the following MAC members who donated to the general operating 
fund ($306) and to the MAC 2012 Annual Meeting ($1,171). Members also donated to the Louisa Bowen Memorial 
Scholarship for Graduate Students in Archival Administration ($2,630), the Archie Motley Memorial Scholarship for 
Minority Students ($4,746), and the Emeritus Scholarship for First-Time MAC Meeting Attendees ($601).
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General Operating 
Fund
Michael Arbagi
Alex Champion
Heidi Christein
Ron Davidson
Anita Taylor Doering
Kristine Harley
Candice Hart
Sue Holbert
Mary Kraft
Jeanette Mancusi
Karen Mason
Karen Morgan
Catherine Sanders
Margery Sly
Alison Stankrauff
Victoria Irons Walch
2012 Annual Meeting
Dolores J Barber
Dawn Burnaby
Ed Busch
Sharon Carlson
Leonard Coombs
Jeanette Mancusi
Karen Mason
Debra Shapiro
Alison Stankrauff
Portia Vescio
Bowen Scholarship
Paul Anderson
Tom Anderson
George Bain
Mary Ann Bamberger
Patricia Bartkowski
Roland Baumann
Menzi Behrnd-Klodt
Alix Bentrud
Douglas Bicknese
Rebecca Bizonet
Matt Blessing
Hillary Bober
Frank Boles
Ann Bowers
Martha Briggs
Gregory Brooks
Nicholas Burckel
Kimberly Butler
Janet Carleton
Kathleen Conway
Paul Conway
J. Frank Cook
Susan Davis
Anita Taylor Doering
Michael Doylen
Mary Ellen Ducey
Kenneth Duckett
Kim Efird
Troy Eller
Charles Elston
Aimee Ergas
John Fleckner
Cynthia Ghering
Raimund Goerler
Kevlin Haire
Sue Holbert
James Hone
Frederick Honhart
A. January
Jill Johnson
L. Rebecca 
Johnson-Melvin
Joanne Kaczmarek
Miriam Kahn
Ann Kenne
Kathy Koch
Tom Krasean
Nancy Kunde
Lydia Lucas
William Maher
Jeanette Mancusi
David McCartney
Mary Lynn 
McCree-Bryan
Dennis Meissner
Meg Miner
Gregory Mobley
Marguerite Moran
Debra Nolan
Erik Nordberg
David Null
Kathryn Otto
Christopher Prom
Monica Manny Ralston
Joshua Ranger
Michael Robinson
Sheila Ryan
Cheryl Schnirring
Rebecca Schulte
Lynn Smith
Alison Stankrauff
Ellen Swain
Michelle Sweetser
Cheri Thies
Stephen Towne
Ciaran Trace
I. Bruce Turner
Nancy Turner
Portia Vescio
Anke Voss
Maria Wagner
Victoria Irons Walch
Jennie Weber
Leah Weisse
Elizabeth Wilkinson
Eric Willey
Brian Williams
Elisabeth Wittman
Elizabeth Yakel
Tanya Zanish-Belcher
Motley Scholarship
Paul Anderson
George Bain
Mary Ann Bamberger
Dolores Barber
Patricia Bartkowski
Roland Baumann
Menzi Behrnd-Klodt
Danna Bell-Russel
Pamela Bennett
Alix Bentrud
Rebecca Bizonet
Matt Blessing
Frank Boles
Alexis Braun-Marks
Maynard Brichford
Gregory Brooks
Mary Uhl Brooks
Nicholas Burckel
Mark Burnette
Kimberly Butler
Stuart Campbell
Janet Carleton
Jeanie Child
Sally Childs-Helton
Elizabeth Clemens
Thomas Connors
Kathleen Conway
Roger Dahl
Deborah Dandridge
Susan Davis
Cheryl Day
Susan D’Entremont
Kenneth Duckett
Kim Efird
Paul Eisloeffel
Charles Elston
Ellen Engseth
John Fleckner
Ann Flowers
Barbara Floyd
Michael Flug
James Fogerty
Valerie Gerrard-Browne
Cynthia Ghering
Raimund Goerler
Peter Gottlieb
Mark Greene
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Julie Herrada
Lawrence and Sara 
Hogan
Sue Holbert
James Hone
Frederick Honhart
Terry Hoover
Mary Huelsbeck
Jennifer Johnson
Katherine Johnson
Bergis Jules
Joanne Kaczmarek
Miriam Kahn
Jane Kenamore
Becky Brock Kiel
Gregory Kinney
Kathy Koch
Michael Kohl
Tom Krasean
Nancy Kunde
Daria Labinsky
Marilyn Levinson
Lydia Lucas
James Lynche
Mary Denis Maher
Jeanette Mancusi
Craig Martin
Karen Mason
Mary Lynn 
McCree-Bryan
Stephen McShane
Dennis Meissner
Patricia Michaelis
Cynthia Miller
Harold Miller
Meg Miner
Gregory Mobley
Marguerite Moran
Sammie Morris
Beth Myers
Jane Nicoll-Stover
Debra Nolan
David Null
Janet Olson
Rachel Onuf
Sr. Carolyn Osiek
Claire Prechtel-Kluskens
Christopher Prom
Monica Manny Ralston
Sonya Rooney
Phillip Runkel
Sheila Ryan
Susan Sacharski
Cheryl Schnirring
Debra Shapiro
Mark Shelstad
Lisa Sjoberg
Lynn Smith
Alison Stankrauff
Gary Stockton
Ellen Swain
Michael Swanson
Irene Taylor
Cheri Thies
Anne Thomason
Sue Topp
Deborah Torres
Stephen Towne
Ciaran Trace
Barbara 
Trippel-Simmons
I. Bruce Turner
Nancy Turner
Anke Voss
Maria Wagner
Victoria Irons Walch
Jennie Weber
Nancy Webster
Leah Weisse
Brian Williams
Elisabeth Wittman
Elizabeth Yakel
Tanya Zanish-Belcher
Emeritus Scholarship
Stephen Bajjaly
Francis X. Blouin, Jr.
Alexis Braun-Marks
Sharon Carlson
Kristen Chinery
Elaine Didier
Kim Efird
Tim and Vallie Ericson
Cynthia Ghering
Dick Harms
David Horrocks
Ashley Howdeshell
Diane Hummel
James Kratsas
Jeanette Mancusi
Marguerite Moran
Alison Stankrauff
Kate Theimer
Lee Van Orsdel
